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The flu season is winding down but has been enlightening. I am still amazed how the
mainstream still focuses on “the bug”, not the healing potential of the body. Patient
after patient blamed the person or the event where they “got the bug” from. This
concept never passed the smell test for me. Germ are EVERYWHERE! Below is some
documentation to that effect. This is an extract from a product newsletter that I left
intact for copyright purposes.
This same concept extends to brain healing, head trauma and special needs
populations. Many therapies and strategies focus downstream from the cause
counteracting symptoms. Many of the consequences of these conditions are the result
of nutritional deficiencies and cranial subluxations. Join us in treating CAUSES rather
than SYMPTOMS. Focus on The SOURCE.
Dear Doctors and Therapists,
Please read the below article concerning viruses and bacteria traveling through the stratosphere
and falling to earth. The ABC E-Virus Guard Disk is programmed for viruses; however, it also
contains some frequencies to address bacteria. I sent out update reports on both the E-Virus
Guard Disk and BAC (Bacteria Disk) a few months ago so I won’t go into detail about these.
However, they can be worn as a complementary protection against the viruses and bacteria
traveling through the stratosphere.
Please read the article below.
Don’t Look Up: ‘Astonishing Number’ Of Viruses Float Down on Us From The Sky..by Ben
Renner - 442 - In Environmental Studies Health Studies
This study will make you think twice about stepping outside for a breath of fresh air. A team of
scientists from around the world confirmed millions of viruses rising into the atmosphere,
traveling — sometimes for thousands of miles — and falling back down to the surface.

The study, carried out by researchers from the U.S., Canada, and Spain, is the first of its kind to
confirm viruses are being swept up into the free stratosphere — the layer of atmosphere
between the area where Earth’s weather systems develop — and below the stratosphere,
where airplanes
The numbers are “astonishing” the researchers say, but remember, a virus is a tiny particle, little
more than a strand of DNA and a mechanism for attaching to organic matter.
“Every day, more than 800 million viruses are deposited per square meter above the planetary
boundary layer — that’s 25 viruses for each person in Canada,” says University of British
Columbia virologist Curtis Suttle, lead author of the study, in a media. Scientists have been
finding genetically similar viruses in disparate parts of the planet. “Roughly 20 years ago we
began finding genetically similar viruses occurring in very different environments around the
globe,” says Suttle. “This preponderance of long-residence viruses travelling the atmosphere
likely explains why—it’s quite conceivable to have a virus swept up into the atmosphere on one
continent and deposited on another.”
Suttle and his team found that viruses and bacteria are often swept up into the atmosphere by
attaching themselves to particles in soil dust and sea spray. The researchers used platforms in
Spain’s Sierra Nevada Mountains to detect how many viruses and bacteria were settling there
every day. They found billions of viruses and tens of millions of bacteria being deposited there
per square meter every day.
“Bacteria and viruses are typically deposited back to Earth via rain events and Saharan dust
intrusions. However, the rain was less efficient removing viruses from the atmosphere,” adds
study authorIsabel Reche, a microbial ecologist from the University of Granada.
The full study was published in International Society for Microbial Ecology Journal.

The essence of SOT® Philosophy, Art and Science and “The Major” live on
through SORSI and our world-class instructors. Be all that you can be. You
and your patients deserve it.
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